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6~neHbKaA c.~., CTaMeHOB a.6. E1 - 12556 

PaaH~e ~OPM~ HapyweHHR cKeHnHHra H 3KcnepHMeHT~ no 
rny6oKoHeynpyroMy e-p pacceAH~~ 

npeACKa3aHHR KBaHTOBOH XPOMOAHHaMHKH H KanHfipOBO~H~X MaCWTa6HO
HHBapHaHTH~X MOAeneH AnA HapyweHHR CKeHnHHra B rny60KOHeynpyrOM ep -
pacceRHHH cpaBHHBa~TCA c HMe~HMHCA 3KCnepHMeHTa/1bH~MH AaHH~MH. noKa-
3aHo, 4TO Hellb3A OnHCaTb AaHH~e B paMKax 3THX MOAeneH, ecnH AilA CTpyK
TYPHOH cl>YHK4HI-1 vW 2 H OTHOWeHHR R ~-tcnonb~yeTCR TOllbKO rna sHoe norapa-t4l
MH4ecKoe npHfillHmeHHe 6e3 y4eTa Mace~ MHWeHH. YAOBneTBOPHTenbHOe OnHca
H~e 3THX ,QaHH~X MOmeT 6~Tb AOCTHrHyTO, ecn~ ,QnR R HCnOnbay~TCR ~eHo-
MeHOnOr~4eCK~e napaMeTpHaa4H~ T~na R= const, R ., 4b/ Q 2 . npa-t 3TOM ,qo-
nycTHM~e 3Ha4eHHR 1\ ne)f(aT B HHTepaane 0, 1 < 1\ < Q, 5 ra8, 
R = 0,23±0,02 ~ b = 0,18±0,02 /r3B/2. - -

Pa6oTa B~nonHeHa B na6opaTop~~ AAepH~X npo6neM OH~H. 
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Bilenkaja S.l ., Stamenov D.B. E1 - 12556 

Different Forms of Scaling Violation and Deep Inelastic 
ep Scattering Data 

The predictions fo r scaling violation given by QCD and some seal 
invariant models are compared with the deep inelastic ep scattering 
data. I t is shown that these models are not in agreement with the pre
sently availab le data if for vW2 and R the leading logarithmic appro 
ximation without including the target mass corrections is used. I t is 
shown also that these ~ata are fitted well by the following phenomena 
logical parametrization of R: R = const and R ~4b/Q2 (in this case for 
v~parametrizations based on the considered models are used). The pas 
sible values of A are in the region 0.1 < A < 0.5 GeV, 
R = 0.23 •0.02 and b = 0.18±0.02 Gev2.- -

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of 
Nuclear Problem, JINR. 
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Introduct i on 

The study of the deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering is 
one of the beet methode to check our ideas on the nucleon struc
ture. The last deep inelastic ep/ 1/ and ~Af/21 scattering expe
riments indicate a significant violation of Bjorken scaling. The 
data presented in the papere/2/ show various deviations from 
scaling in different X regions: The structure functions increase 

with Q;r, in the region of small X (X< 0.15) and they decrease in 
the region X) 0.15. Such a behaviour of these functions is pre
dicted by quantum field theory modele. However, the form of 
scaling violation is different in different modele: In /uantum 
chromodynamice/J/ (QCD) and massive vector gauge modele 4/ scaling 
for the moments of the structure functions is violated by powers 
of logari thlle in G z. ; in the scale invariant modele/51 this 
violation has a degree in Q2 behaviour. 

The aim of our investigations in this paper is to answer the 
question: Which of the various quantum field theory models are in 
agreement with the experimentally observed deviations of scaling? 

The quantum field theory modele predict the 0 2 dependence 
of the momenta of the structure functions at large 0 2

• Therefore, 
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the evaluation of these moments directly from the experimental 
date is the beet method to test these modele. The available deep 
inelastic ep scattering data, however, are at relatively low va
lues of Q 2 

( a2 ~ 30(C.-e'f{f> and therefore, it is impossible to 
determine these moments from the experiment without extrapolations. 
Then, in order to compare the theory with the data it is necessary 
to have explicit expressions for the structure functions 2MVV1 
and Y ~V.z. (or }'Wz and R. = G''Jd,.> themselves. Such expressions 
can be obtained using the Mellin transform method for the moments. 
In fact, it is difficult to solve this problem as the n depend
ence of the moments is very complicated. So, in many papers (see 

/6/ 2 -
for example ref. ) the Q dependence of quark and gluon distri-
bution is presented numerically. However, as has been pointed out 
in ref./7{ it is possible to find simple analytic expressions for 
the quark and gluon distributions which, with a very good accura
cy, represent the ~2 

dependence for the moments predicted by 
quantum field theory models. We shall use these analytic express
io~s for our analysis of the experimental data. 

In this paper we analyze the deep inelastic ep scattering 
data/1•8- 101. Unlike most of the authors, we compare the quantum 
field theory predictions for the scaling violations with the 
directly measured inelastic cross sections. For the structure 
function 'Y ~ and the ratio Pt , we use parametrizations based 
on QCD and various scale invariant models with four colour-triplet 
quarks. For fZ. the phenomenological parametrizations are also 
used. The method of our analysis has been considered in detail in 
ref./ 111. Here, we note that all free parameters connected with 
Y Wz and R. as well as the normalized factorsA:<introduced to 

account the possible systematic errore) are determined by mini
mizing the functional X2 

for the cross sections. 

Basic Formulae 

The differential cross section of the process e+-f -e + 
hadrons for unpolarized initial particles in the one-photon ex
change approximation has the following form: 

cl 2
c5 

cln t{ f' 
_ ,-;~_ 2 cc '/0/z 

-.z . '( LJ/. itt .~Ln o1z (I~ -r 2 t/eh w;) ( 1 ) 
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where E , £' and e are the electron initial energy, final energy 
and scattering angle, respectively. The structure functions 

r:-'
1 

:::: 2M W1 and {:'2 -= v W 1.. are the functions of the scaling 
variable X ( X= Ghfv1)) , where 0 2= Lt £ f'.,i.rt 2 8/z. , )J:::: E- E' 
and M is the proton mass) and Q2 

• 
As usual, we introduce the- ratio 

0 - s___ 
1"\.. - GT 

(2) 

where GL and G T are the total transverse and longitudinal 
absorption cross section of the virtual photon. 

The structure functions G . P2 and the ratio Ji are re
lated as follows: 

r 1 r2 1 + Gz./l· 
x( 1 + R.) (3) 

In the framework of QCD and the models under consideration, 
the structure function F2 in the leading logarithmic approxima
tion can be written in the form: 

F'
2
(x, 02)= x{ L e~( q1"l(x,az) + ~o.Cx, 02J)l (4) 

ffa.vor I' J 
Here _ea. is the charge of the a -quark ( Q = p. n. I etc . ), CJ.a. 
and 'i-a. are quark and antiquark distributions in the proton at 
momentum transfer Q

2 
• 

In this approximation 

F: = _t F2 
1 X (4a) 

Then, taking into account Eq. (3) for the quantity fl we get 

R. = Gj.yz (5) 

In the case of four colour-triplet quarks, Eq. (4) takes the 
form: 

r (X} Q1
) =X {i Vo(x' Q2

)- i nv(x, Ql) + b Sex, 02

)+ i((x,Q')l 
2 9 ~ 3 9 9 ) • (6) 
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where 

~ = Pv + Ylv S=6s C = 2C (6a) 

In Eqa. (6,6a) f>v , n.v , 5 and C are the valence p 
and n , strange and charm quark distributions in the proton. 
Note, that in order to obtain this expression for ,:-2. the SU {))

symmetry for the sea quarks and Eq. C = C are assumed. 
The momenta of quark and gluon distributions are defined as 

follows: 1 

SJ JL•1 ( 2.. ( f ( Qz)) n. = X X J (x , Q ) (7) 

where J=q,• G-. 0 

In the framework of QCD and scale invariant models, it is possible 
to calculate these quanti ties at large Ql.( Q2. » M 2 

) if their 
values at some fixed value of 02.= Q; ( Ml. .(< o: f Q2 )are known. 

One can show (see ref./7/>*that in the leading logarithmic 
approximation 

where 

< V C02J> =<V..CO"}..)>n.exrl-rn.st ~= 38 
Lo n J' ' {Ba) 

( ,5( 0') > rt = J ~~n.( Ql.) + * £)1 ( Ql.) (Bb) 

< CCol.))n = ~(£)zltt1

(Qz) - lJ
1
{n.)(Q2.)) 

(Be) 

X)~lt(Ql)= < $(O:)>n. exp{- an -~J 
(9a) 

zrtQl) = L 0 -cln) <~sea~) ;It 

+ { ot n. < 9~ \a: J > "- + 

- ftn.<G(a;)),.Jexp(-r:''s)+ 

~n. <. (,.(Q~)>n.}exr(- o~\) 

- ( V~(Q.~))n. exp{- Ofl. 5}. (9b) 

*J Note that in paper/7 / these equations were obtained in the 
framework of QCD. However, one can show that they are true 
elso in the case of the scale invariant modele. 
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The quantity ~s is a singlet with respect to the flavour SU (4) 

group. Eqa. (9) have been obtained assuming that ( ((Q;))"- = 0 • 
In this case 

< ~sca:)/n.-= < $(q~)>n + < V8 (Q:))n.. 
( 10) 

)(" yllt) /3 7 12/ In Eqs. (8,9)dn., f3n, Un., 0!: are the well known ' ' 
model dependent quantities. They are connected with the anomalous 
dimensions of the leading operators involved in the expansion of 
the product of two electromagnetic currents near the light cone. 

As an example, the expression for the quantities On. is 
given bellow: 

11. 

an. = G( 1-
2 t-'1L~)· 

j::1 J ( 11) r!.(rL-t-1) 

In different quark-gluon models the value of ~ is different. 
Por instance, in QCD with four colour-triplet quarks 

G 4 . 
- = z5 ( 12a) 

In the case of a scale invariant QCD (the assumption that the 
Gell-Mann-Low function has an ultraviolet stable zero at d=~0<<1 
is made) 

G do 
= 371 (dv = :Jo2.;4Ti) 

In the scale invariant Abelian vector gluon model 

I 

aC 
L(r,-G= 

(12b) 

( 12c) 

Note, that in our analysis of the experimental data the quantities 
o(c and o<.; are free parameters. 

Finally, in Eqs. (8,9) 

s = ~t'L &!. G7;,z_ 
tn.Co/;12. (13) 

for the case of QCD, and 
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S = t?.-tt G/ao2. 
( 14) 

for the scale invariant models. 
In our analysis of the deep inelastic ep scattering data the 

following parametrization/7/ for the valence quark distributions 
has been used: 

xVn (x,Q2 )= 3r(?1<.SJ+~z.Cs)1"1) ~1<~> ?/~> 
8 -. X ( 1 - X) ( 15) 

I (~1 c sJ) F ( ~2 C~>t1) , 

x n.vex
7

01.) I' (? 3 < ~) -~- ~ 4 c s > + 1 ) 

rC?Jc~J) rC?/~>+1) 

?~ (s) )?/~>, 16) 
X (1- X 

' 
where 

I G--~~(5) =~it~~ . s' 1.=1 , . .. 4 . (17) 

As for the distributions of strange and charmed quarks they 
have been taken in the form/7/: 

I 2. -P(J_-x S Cx)Q)- s <X>s 
1) ( 1 - X)($, - 2) 

' 
(18) 

z.J-P(_L_-x c (X I Q - C <X )c. ( 19) 
1) (1 - X )( (~>,- 2 ) 

) 

where 

1\ = < S(ci-) >2 PC=< ((G2.))2. ' (20a) 

(20b) 

In the analysis of the data we have chosen the parameters 
n. and the values of the moments <sea:)) and < ((Qcl.))2. 2 

(." 2. ~ ' " 
as follows: · 
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j 

~1=010' ?z.-:260, ?3:::0.85 ?4 = 3 j ')-

<sea:)\= 0. 110 ' 
· 0 ( '-) - .z ( 5 Qc ) 

3 
::: 0 . 91 (; f K 10 ; (21) 

<G(OcL) )L= O. 'IOL • < (;. ( 0~)) 3 =0. 335,.'10- 1 • 
These values have been found in paperf7/ from the data analysis 
at the fixed value of G.z : Q/= 1.R (Ge V/c )2. *). The parameters 
~ ./ , 1\ , oL0 and oL; are determined from the experimental data 

at "an available Qz. larger than 2(G"'~Jc)\y minimizing the 
functional X z • 

Results of the Analysis 

In this section we give the results of analysis of the SLAC 
data/ 1 •8- 10/. We only use the data points that satisfy 2 ~ Qz. f: 
~ ~ 0 (G e Vfc t' 

1 
X ~ 0 . 8 and hadron mass W ~ 2 GeV 030 pointe). 

1. Our analysis has shown that no satisfactory description 
of the available data can be obtained c x;;i.z= J%~J if the lead
ing logarithmic approximation for F'2 and R. is used in QCD and 
the considered scale invariant modele. Therefore, in order to 
verify these modele one has to take into aqcount the effects of· 
target mass and next order effective coupling constant corrections 
to F2 and R... • Piret of all the target mass corrections should 
be taken into account since the available data are at relatively 
low values of Qz • Such attempts have been undertaken in papers 
16 • 13/ but we think them to be inconsistent. 

2. We have further analyzed the data when the structure 
function Fz is given by Eqe. (6,12-20) but FL is a constant 

R.. = a. . (22) 

Here Q is a free parameter. 
It turned out that for all considered parametrizations of the 

structure function ~2 , one can obtain a satisfactory description 
of the data. The results of the analysis are presented in table I. 

*) We have analyzed also the data at fixed value of fl 2
: 

G02.:2(Gel/kl. P'or the parameters Q~ in this case we have received 
the values which coincide with (23) within errore ( ~ 1 =0- 60!:0-2.0; 

?~=2 . 86 :t 1.05" , etc.). 
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It is seen from this table that for all values of A in the region 
0. 1~ A b 0 5 GeV;t the data are fitted very wen:> In spite of the 
fact that with decreasing~ we get a better fitting of the data, 
one cannot conclude that the value of /\ = 0.1 G-e V /c. is more 
preferable than 1\ -= 0.5 Celfc. The values for A which we have got 
are in agreement with the estimates of this quantity obtained by 
other authore/ 14/. It is .also seen from table I that a satisfacto
ry description of the data can be obtained for the values of the 
parameters d 0 (see Eq. ( 12b) ) and ot..; (see Eq. ( 12c) ) in the 
following regions: 0.10 ~ ""o ~ 0. Lf 0 ; 0. 01 ~ o<.~ .f. 0 0.3 

We want to emphasize that the values for the quantity Fl we 
have received are large. For instance, when !\ = 0.5GeV (Eq. (13) 
for S ' c 

R_-= 0.2?:! 0 . 02., . (2J) 

Practically, for all other parametrizatione of ~ (Eqs.(12b,c) 
for G and Eq.(14) for S ) the value of R_ coincides vtith (2J). 
This value of fL i s in agreement with the values of this quantity 
obtained in refs./ 15/ 

J. The data have been analyzed also using for hL the follow 
ing parametrization: 

It = Lt &!a2 . 
(24) 

Such an expression for R can be obtained in the framework of 
the parton model/ 161. In this model the parameter g is the mean 
value of the square parton transverse momentum transfer. The re
sults of analysis are presented in table II. As one can see from 
this table the experimental data are well fitted by means of all 
considered parametrizatione of the structure function 
case A= o. 5GeV for the parameter g we get 

c' 

g = 0.18 ± 0. 02 (G~V)2 • 

F2 . In the 

(25) 

*)At the values of 1\ smaller than 0.1, the errore of the 
I 

parameters y ~ are larger than their mean values. 

10 

Note, that in table II we give also the obtained values of the 
normalized factors. The deviations of the latter from unity are 
not larger than 4-5%. 

I 

The parameters p~ have been also determined from the equa-
tions for the moments (Sa). These equations have been solved for 
rt = 2, .. 12 and 0. OZ = S ~ 0 .22 • Note, that the values of the 
parameters p/ we have got this way ( }?/ = -2 . 19 :! 0 0"( 

r:-= j-_;l; ±o.1'J ; f3' = -2 6 j :!:: 0 . 0 .f P./ = _, -. ,·!l· ~ o 4 .g > 

disagree with the values of these parameters presented in tables 
I and II. 

As a result of the analysis we have made we come to the 
following conclusions: 

1. QCD and the considered scale invariant models are not in 
agreement with the deep inelastic ep scattering data if for f 2 

and R the leading logarithmic approximation is used without 
including target mass corrections. 

2. These data are well fitted if for ~ the following phe-

nomenological parametrizations: R.. = COI1.S t and IZ = 4lS/Q 2 

are used. The available experimental data, however, are not able 
to distinguish between the parametrization of F2 based on QCD 
and the corresponding expressions for F2 based on the considered 
scale invariant modele. 
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Table I 

The Results of Analysis of the Data/ 1•8- 101 

Parametrization Parametrization Parametrization 
(6),(12a), (13), (15)- (21) (6),(12b),(14),(15-21) (6),(12b),(14-21) 

/\2. o(." ce.' c 

0.01 o. 11 0.25 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.01 0.03 

?,' -3.66:!;0.33 -2.15:!;0.16 -1.63:!;0.11 -8.97:!: 1.07 -4.45:!;0.53 -2.19;!:.0.27 -119.41;!:.15.01 -39.13;!:.5.61 

1; 6.36:!;0.80 4.08:!;0.21 3.29;!:.0.31 
"l 

15.03:!;1.96 7.59;!:.1.00 3.87;!:.0.49 200.64;!:.28.34 67.96:!;9.68 
I: 

?: -15.07;!:.1.86 -8.69;!:.0.99 -6.47;!:.0.74 -37.61:!;5.22 -18.87;!:.2.62 -9. 52:!;1. 33 -498.28:!;72.37 -164.93:!;26.53 ,, 
?; 6.62:6.12 10.24;!:.4.17 11.53;!:.3.57 ~12.55:!;10.55 -6.22:!;5.47 3.10;t2.80 -164.41;!:.147.70 -50.82;!:.50.18 

It 0.21:!;0.02 0.22;t0.02 0.23;t0.02 0.21:!;0.02 0.22:!;0.02 0.23:!;0.02 0.20;t0.02 0.21:!;0.02 

~l 361/322 373/322 376/321 355/322 359/322 368/322 355/322 358/322 

Table II 

The Results of the Analys i s of the Data/ 1•8- 10/ 

Parametrization Parametrization Parametrizat i on 
(6),(12a),(13),(15-21) (6),(12b),(14),(15)-(21) ( 6)' ( 12b)' ( 14)' ( 15-21) 

112. ol.o .x< 
0.01 0.11 0.25 0.10 0.20 0.40 0.01 0.03 

~[9, 10} 1.007;t0.010 1.005:!;0.010 1. 004:!;0.010 1.010:!;0.009 1. 012;!:.0.009 1.015;!:.0.009 1. 009;t0• 009 1.012;!:.0.009 
~ [1] 0.962;!:.0.014 0.969:!;0.015 0.957;!:.0.015 0.966;t0.014 0.969;t0.014 0.975;!:.0.014 0.965;!:.0.014 0.969;!:.0.014 

A{M 0.980:!;0.007 0.976;t0.007 0.974:!;0.007 0.984;!:.0.007 0.983;!:.0.007 0.982±0.007 0.984;!:.0.007 0.983:!;0.007 

?: -4.31:!;0.27 -2.66:!;0·13 -2.08:!;0.09 -9.66:!;1.16 -4.86:!;0.56 -2.46;!:.0.28 -127.93;!:.15.73 -43.06:!;5.11 
II fz' 6.13;!:.0.74 3.76;!:.0.38 2.94:!;0.27 15.45:!;2.62 7. 71:!;1. 28 3.84;!:.0.63 207.31 :!:35. 17 68.67:11.74 

p; -11.35;!:.1.56 -6.56:!;0.83 -4.83;!:.0.61 26.62;!:.5.60 -13.37:!;2.74 -6.81;!:.1.36 350.67:!;75.78 -117.37;!:.28.8 5 

~I 21.62;!:.5.67 21.33:!;3-70 21.61;!:.3.14 13.51:!;13.34 7.28;!:.6.65 4.01;!:.3·32 186.86;!:.181.70 67. 54:!;61.11 

e 0.18;!:.0.02 0.18;!:.0.02 0.18:!;0.02 0.18:!;0.02 0.19:!;0.02 0.20:!;0.02 , 0.18:t0.02 0.1 9:0.02 

Xjil 362/322 377/322 381/321 365/322 358/322 310/)22 I 352/.322 J57 /322 
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